RAD International: The journey of a lifetime begins with us...

Director’s Message
When RAD International stepped into the highly competitive business
of road construction, we were told that it would be a long and hard
journey. Today, we are proud of our achievements in this short span of
time and remain committed to our values of speed, quality, creativity,
safety and customer satisfaction, which in turn continue to pave the way
for our growth.
Our association with some of the most renowned projects in UAE is a
testament to our commitment to excellence and progress . . .

Syed Ali Abad
Managing Director

About Us

RAD International Road Construction is a name synonymous with
Speed & Quality. With experience of over 16 years in road construction
industry in the U.A.E., RAD International has gained a solid reputation in
the business of road construction services, and is proud to be associated
with some of the most prestigious projects in the UAE. With a highly
qualified & skilled team and state of the art equipment, we continue
to provide exceptional services, on time and safely, with the perfect
finishing touch.
We offer our well trained workforce the opportunities to widen their
technical knowledge and skills, and enrich their experience with
modern equipment, and an extensive set up where operations from
start to finish are managed in-house.
The success of RAD International is built around leadership of the
highest caliber and a highly skilled and motivated workforce, who aim
for the timely completion of high-quality projects by effectively using
modern equipment in the safest, most economical and efficient way.

The most important strength that any road construction company
can boast of is its ability to be able to fulfill all requirements of road
construction. RAD is light years ahead of its competitors due to an
extensive set up that allows A to Z of operations to be managed in
house. This includes an Asphalt Factory, which produces the raw material
required for the job, an independent laboratory which ensures that pre
and post job testing of finished jobs is as per the exact specifications as
outlined by Dubai Municipality, and last but not least is an inhouse work
shop that keeps all the equipment and machines at optimal working
conditions.

1. RAD Asphalt Factory: A high-tech and state of the art asphalt plant
that meets the highest standards in the country.
2. RAD Laboratory: This ensures quality assurance before and after
completion of a job.
3. RAD Road Marking: Specialized in all types of Road Markings, using
high quality material in various grades to meet day and night time
luminance.
4. RAD Workshop: Provides support and maintenance for all equipment
and machinery.

RAD International : We go the extra mile, so you don’t have to worry!

RAD International Organisation Chart
The vision of RAD International is to be the largest and most renowned
road construction company in the UAE. We believe our wide-ranging
experience, highly qualified and skilled team, latest technology and state
of the art in-house equipment, recognition from the Dubai Municipality,
and our mission to leave each project with a satisfied client, will realize
this vision.
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RAD International : Building Safer Roads - a commitment to quality and excellence.

Earth Work Equipment
and Machineries
Type and Quantity

Water Tanker [4]

Dozer [2]

Grader [5]

Roller [5]

Trailer [10]

4x4 [8]

light pickup [10]

Loader [5]

JCB [3]

Asphalt Plant [1]

Asphalt Equipment
Type and Quantity

Finisher [4]

Truck [20]

Steel Roller [9]

Bitumen Sprayer [3]

PTR [14]

Water Tanker [4]

Lowbed [2]

Saloon Car [15]

A Proud Showcase of
Excelence

RAD International’s excellence is reflected in the prestigious awards
and certificates it has been presented with. It is a great honor for RAD
International to be recognized among UAE’s leading road construction
companies: Our long-term clients and repeat orders are a testimony to
our high quality, excellent services and client satisfaction.
The recognition we have received from the accomplishments of all our
contracts and agreements has paved the way for RAD International to
enter into the competitive international market.
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Advantages of Working with RAD International

Our greatest assets are the in-house facilities including the RAD Asphalt
Factory, RAD Laboratory, Road Marking and Workshop.
With the availability of all these facilities in-house, we have the ability to
finish both small and big projects in the fastest and most cost effective
manner.
RAD International is an approved contractor of Dubai Municipality as
well as RTA and also possesses all required government qualifications
to ensure that our projects are completed within the fastest time period.
RAD International pioneered the introduction of Compact Road
construction machinery in the UAE.

We have a specialist team for Asphalt reinstatement works, and also
unique, state of the art equipment for these activities.
Our quick mobilization and demobilization efforts are a reflection of our
efficiency and ensures that our customers do not face unnecessary road
closures and extra cost.
We protect existing services and roads under repair by using suitable
width and compaction. Our team has a wealth of experience and
expertise, and is provided with modern equipment and facilities to
deliver high quality products on time and with safety in mind.
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RAD Asphalt Factory

RAD International believes in using the most high-quality machinery and
products for all its services, to ensure quality operations and products.
At RAD, we use ‘Marini’ plant, one of the most tested and trusted brands
in the world. Marini is the leading manufacturer of high quality, reliable
and efficient asphalt production plants, among various other types of
machinery. Marini is durable and environment friendly, and meets the
highest international standards of quality, safety and design.

RAD is proud to announce that its Asphalt Factory provides high quality
asphalt which meets the specifications of Dubai Central Laboratory
(DCL), Dubai Municipality and Road and Transport Authority (RTA).
RAD International also provides raw materials and Asphalt to other road
contractors based in UAE.
Ready asphalt is produced by processing bitumen, a byproduct of oil
refineries, with aggregates from the UAE mountains, and we use the
best quality ingredients with the latest technology to receive optimum
results.

We have successfully completed all contracts and agreements, taking
care of quality and smooth operation also keeping low operating
costs and reliability in all our projects. Our factory has kept up with the
growing demand of road construction and other infrastructure projects
in the UAE.
Our asphalt factory can produce up to 2000 tones of asphalt per day.

Dubai Municipality

DEWA

•

•

•

Major Clients

Approved road contractor for general projects
section.
Completed several projects for sewage and drainage
section.

Registered and approved road contractor since
2005 with various completed projects for asphalt
reinstatement.

RTA

NAKHEEL

•
•

•
•

Registered and approved road contractor since 2003.
Completed several projects for RMS section.

Approved road contractor.
Completed road works and parking in Atlantis,
The Palm.

JAFZA

EMAAR

•

•
•
•

•

Approved road contractor since 2005 with
completion of 3 major projects.
Classified as “B” road contractor.

HAFZA
•
•

Approved road contractor since 2003.
Completed 4 major projects for full infrastructure
works with 6 variations.

Approved road contractor since 2004.
Completed road work projects.
In addition, 2 years as main contractor for all
EMAAR Properties road works and maintainance.

www.raduae.com
P.O. Box: 49823, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel: 04 2280448, Fax: 04 2280148
Email: info@raduae.com
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